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Az yashir ... “Then he will sing”. 

Test your knowledge: How does this continue: Az yashir ...?? It’s a disadvantage of something written that your eyes are able to browse 

and may spot the answer ... no, the verse I meant does not continue: as yashir moshe – this would be the song at the sea that we chant 

in the morning prayer. In this week’s parasha it says: “Then Israel will sing this song”: az yashir Israel et ha-shirah hazot (21:17). And 

this time nobody sings to God as in Shirat haYam, but to a well. The lyrics of the song are a most poetic hymn praising water (Num 

21:17-18):   

“Rise up, O well!  

Sing out to it.  

O Well, that captains dug,  

that people’s nobles delved,  

with a scepter, with their walking stick.” 

Lyrics in the torah are never quoted by accident. Usually songs are at turning places of the story to interrupt, they want us to become 

involved, invite us to take position. Therefore let us not skip over this song in our parasha too quickly. It may bear some deeper meaning 

and wants us to get involved. 

The song interrupts an itinerary, interrupts routines of “they set out”, “they encamped”, moving from this place to that place. The parasha 

in general is about death, illness and deficiency: the red cow ritual to cleanse impurity from death (19:1-21), Miriam’s death (20:1), 

Aarons death, lack of water (20:2-12), nostalgia (21:4-5), deadly snakebites (21:6) and battles (20:14-29, 21:1-3, 21:21-35) and ... the 

unending tiring routine of “they set out”, “they encamped”, moving from this place to that place. Sometimes we need to be interrupted. 

Would you have paid much attention to this little song about a well without this “Reflection”? There is something hugely surprising here! 

This song marks the only (!) time in the torah when water was given without that anybody had complained about its lack or bitterness 

before. In the middle of the journey “God said to Moses: ‘Assemble the people that I may give them water’” (21:16). How remarkable! 

Also remarkable: nobody even complained afterwards that it wasn’t enough or not good or wrong timing. God cared without that the 

people made any fuss at all. The huge danger it: nobody may notice. There was water ... so what! We got what we needed for life ... 

isn’t that routine?  

No. Let’s join into this song about life. Shabbat is a brilliant opportunity to do just that. Let’s gratefully express our praise and 

thankfulness for that what keeps us alive: water and food, friends and family, the houses and flats we live in, the peace and comfort we 

enjoy, and so much more, so much overlooked during the week. Modim anachnu lach ! 

And then, afterwards: “From ‘desert’ (Midbar) to ‘gift’ (Mattanah), from Mattanah to ‘God’s stream’ (Nahaliel) and from Nahaliel to ‘High 

Places’ (Bamot) (21:18-19) ... suddenly the stations of our journeys have meaning. The song has changed our perception. 
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